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THE CRITICAL THINKING
TIMES
Media’s Deafening Silence on Latest WikiLeaks
Drops Is Its Own Scandal

This is getting really, really, really weird.
WikiLeaks has published yet another set of leaked internal documents
(https://wikileaks.org/opcw-douma/#OPCW-DOUMA%20-%20Release%20Part
%204) from within the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons (OPCW) adding even more material to the mountain of
evidence that we’ve been lied to about an alleged chemical weapons
attack in Douma, Syria last year which resulted in airstrikes upon that
nation from the US, UK and France. Pg 1-4

Get Ready to Fight Israel’s Next War. Asking
America to do the “Dirty Work”
It will be up to you, the clueless American citizen, to fight and pay for
Israel’s war against its neighbors. This coming war was announced
this week by Aviv Kochavi, the Israel Defense Force chief of staff. Pg
5-7

Post-Truth World: An OPCW Cover-up,
Shielded by MSM and Bellingcat

Iraqi president condemns US
attack on PMU bases as death
toll reaches 25

Iraqi President Barham Salih has
condemned Washington's attacks on
Kata'ib Hezbollah, which is part of
Iraq's Popular Mobilization Units
(PMU), as the death toll from the air
raids reaches more than two dozen. Pg
4-5

Erdogan’s regime continues to
invest in terrorism, transfers
terrorists from Syria to Libya

The Turkish regime has found a new
way to invest in terrorism to serve its
Ottoman expansionist illusions in the
region through transferring its
mercenaries and terrorists from Syria
to Libya to exacerbate the security
situation in it and to usurp its
resources. Pg 7-8

Additional Articles
The Battle to Liberate Syria’s Idlib
Province from US Supported
Terrorists: Pg 11-13
Another week, another leak.
If you haven’t already heard, UN-chartered international chemical
weapons watchdog, the Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical
Weapons (OPCW) based in The Hague, Netherlands, is still leaking
like a sieve. Pg 8-11

Will the ICC’s Investigation into
Israeli War Crimes Finally Bring
Justice to Palestine?: Pg 13-16
More Holocaust Reparations for
2020: The Gift That Keeps on
Giving: Pg 16-17
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one
Media’s Deafening pharmacologists,
bioanalytical and toxicological
Silence on Latest chemist”, all four of whom are
in chemical weapons
WikiLeaks Drops Is specialists
analysis.
Its Own Scandal
Source:
https://caitlinjohnstone.com/2019/12/2
8/medias-deafening-silence-on-latestwikileaks-drops-is-its-own-scandal/

By Caitlin Johnstone
This new WikiLeaks drop
includes an email from the
OPCW Chief of Cabinet
Sebastien Braha (who is
reportedly so detested
(https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/arti
cle-7793253/PETER-HITCHENSreveals-evidence-watchdogsuppressed-report-casting-doubtAssad-gas-attack.html) by

organization inspectors that they
code-named him “Voldemort”)
throwing a fit over the Ian
Henderson Engineering
Assessment
(https://ahtribune.com/world/northafrica-south-west-asia/syriacrisis/3162-chemical-weaponsassessment-contradicting-officialsyria-narrative-is-authentic.html)

(https://youtu.be/70OQBZcEnTA),
none of the important
information contained in these
publications was included in any
of the OPCW’s public reports on
the matter. According to the
“With respect to the consistency OPCW’s Final Report
of the observed and reported
(https://www.opcw.org/sites/default/file
symptoms of the alleged victims s/documents/2019/03/s-17312019%28e%29.pdf) published in
with possible exposure to
March 2019, the investigative
chlorine gas or similar, the
experts were conclusive in their team found “reasonable grounds
that the use of a toxic chemical
statements that there was no
correlation between symptoms as a weapon took place. This
toxic chemical contained
and chlorine exposure,” the
reactive chlorine. The toxic
document reads.
chemical was likely molecular
According to the leaked minutes chlorine.”
from the toxicology meeting, the
We now know that these
chief expert offered “the
possibility of the event being a “reasonable grounds” contain
more holes than a spaghetti
propaganda exercise” as one
strainer executed by firing
potential explanation for the
squad. This is extremely
Douma incident. The other
OPCW experts agreed that the important information about an
key “take-away message” from unsolved war crime which
resulted in dozens of civilian
the meeting was “that the
deaths and led to an act of war
symptoms observed were
which cost taxpayers tens of
inconsistent with exposure to
chlorine and no other obvious millions of dollars
candidate chemical causing the (https://www.cnbc.com/2018/04/16/syri
symptoms could be identified”. a-airstrikes-cost-to-us-taxpayers.html)
and had many far-reaching
geopolitical consequences.
Like all the other many
(https://consortiumnews.com/2019/05/
Yet the mass media, freakishly,
17/confirmed-chemical-weaponsassessment-contradicting-officialhas had absolutely nothing to
syria-narrative-is-authentic/), many say about this extremely
(https://www.counterpunch.org/2019/1 newsworthy story.

which found that the Douma
incident was likely a staged
event. Braha is seen ordering
OPCW staff to “remove all
traces, if any, of its
delivery/storage/whatever” from
the organization’s secure
1/15/the-opcw-and-douma-chemicalregistry.
weapons-watchdog-accused-ofThe drop also includes the
minutes from an OPCW
toxicology meeting
(https://wikileaks.org/opcwdouma/document/actual_toxicology_m
eeting_redacted/) with “three

Toxicologists/Clinical

evidence-tampering-by-its-owninspectors/), many
(https://hitchensblog.mailonsunday.co.
uk/2019/11/the-leaked-e-mail-from-theopcw-in-full.html), many different

leaks which have been
hemorrhaging from the OPCW
about the Douma incident
1

As of this writing, a Google
News search for this story brings
up an article by RT, Al-Masdar
News, and some entries by
alternative outlets you’ve almost
certainly never heard of like
UrduPoint News and People’s
Pundit Daily.
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Make no mistake about it: this is
insane. The fact that an
extremely important news story
of immense geopolitical
consequence is not getting
mainstream news media
coverage, at all, is absolutely
stark raving insane.

silence when there is no
mechanism in place to hold the
entire mass media to account for
its complicity in it? And by what
mechanism are all these outlets
unifying in that conspiracy of
silence?

as justification as needed. If one
journalist threw his life into
chaos and uncertainty by
resigning and blowing the
whistle on this conspiracy of
silence, we may be certain that
the same is happening to
countless others who don’t have
to courage and/or ability to do
the same.

We can at least gain some
insight into that last question
Up until the OPCW leaks,
with the internal Newsweek
WikiLeaks drops always made emails which were published by Many alternative media
mainstream news headlines.
journalist Tareq Haddad
commentators are highlighting
Everyone remembers how the (https://tareqhaddad.com/2019/12/14/l this news media blackout on
ies-newsweek-and-control-of-the2016 news cycle was largely
social media today.
dominated by leaked Democratic media-narrative-first-hand-account/)
Party emails emerging from the two weeks ago. The emails
“Our fearless media watchdogs
outlet. Even the relatively minor feature multiple Newsweek
still maintaining complete
editors
telling
Haddad
that
they
ICE agents publication by
blackout on OPCW
WikiLeaks last year, containing would not publish a word about whistleblower leaks debunking
the OPCW leaks for two reasons WMD attack in Douma. The
information that was already
public, garnered headlines from (https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/ leaks show that Trump—like
deluge-of-new-leaks-further-shredstop US outlets like The
Dubya— used fake WMDs to
the-establishment-syria-narrativeWashington Post , Newsweek,
bomb Arab country—then
e5ba3ba9b44b): (1) because no
and USA Today. Now, on this
strong-armed OPCW to cover
other outlets were reporting on
exponentially more important
up the lies,” tweeted journalist
them, and (2) because the US
story, zero coverage.
Mark Ames.
government-funded narrative
management firm Bellingcat had
The mass media’s stone-dead
“The US attacked Syria for a
published a laughably bogus
silence on the OPCW scandal
chemical attack by Assad last
article
is becoming its own scandal, of
year. But official OPCW
(https://consortiumnews.com/2019/11/
equal or perhaps even greater 27/narrative-managers-faceplant-in- scientists who investigated the
significance than the OPCW opcw-scandal-spin-job/) explaining event didn’t find evidence the
scandal itself. It opens up a
Syrian military used chemical
why the leaks weren’t
whole litany of questions
newsworthy. Haddad has since weapons. The media has chosen
which have tremendous
to ignore this story and fire its
resigned from Newsweek.
importance for every citizen of
own journalists who try to
the western world; questions We may be certain that this story report on it,” tweeted author and
like, how are people supposed is being killed in news rooms all analyst Max Abrahms.
to participate in democracy if around the world in similar
all the outlets they normally
fashion, and possibly using those “This is the FOURTH leak
turn to to make informed
very same excuses. As long as showing how the OPCW
voting decisions adamantly
fabricated a report on a
no other “respectable” (i.e.
refuse to tell them about the
supposed Syrian ‘chemical’
establishment) outlets are
existence of massive news
attack,” tweeted journalist Ben
covering this story, it can be
stories like the OPCW
Norton. “And mainstream
treated as a non-story, using a
scandal? How are people meant deceitful US government-funded Western corporate media outlets
to address such conspiracies of narrative management operation are still silent, showing how
2
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authoritarian these
‘democracies’ are and how
tightly they control info.”

(https://twitter.com/caitoz/status/12107
17367702966272?s=20), but in
short an arbitrary distinction
seems to have been made
between the FFM and the “FFM
core team”, or what is labeled
the “FFM Alpha team”
(https://wikileaks.org/opcw-

latest WikiLeaks drop, CNN
pundit Brian Stelter shared an
article about Bellingcat founder
and former Atlantic Council
“Media silence on this story is
Senior Fellow Eliot Higgins,
its own scandal,” tweeted
who warns of the dangers posed
journalist Aaron Maté.
by alternative media reporters
who cover underreported stories
But this spin machine is twirling douma/document/exclusion_of_douma like the OPCW scandal.
off its axis trying to normalize _ffm_team_july_2018/) in a newly
leaked email trying to
this silence.
“We have this alternative media
marginalize Henderson’s
ecosystem that is driving a lot of
assessment. Henderson actually disinformation. It is not
Bellingcat narrative jockeys
went to Douma as part of the
such as “senior investigator”
understood by journalists or
FFM,
unlike
almost
all
members
Nick Waters are already
anyone really beyond a very
of the so-called “core team” who small group of people who are
scrambling to perception
manage everyone into believing except for one paramedic
really engaged with it,” reads the
their own eyes are lying to them. (https://medium.com/@caityjohnstone/ ironic Higgins quote in the
Waters has a thread on Twitter deluge-of-new-leaks-further-shreds- excerpt shared by Stelter.
the-establishment-syria-narrativethat’s being shared around by all
e5ba3ba9b44b) operated solely in
the usual Syria spinmeisters
We’ve been seeing a mad rush
another nation (probably
claiming, based on no evidence
from mass media pundits to give
Turkey).
whatsoever, that WikiLeaks is
this US government-funded
selectively publishing the
narrative management operation
Of course, the distinction of
documents it has to create a false
unearned and undeserved
whether Henderson was or was
impression of events in the
legitimacy, churning out tweets
not “in the FFM” is also itself
OPCW. Waters falsely claims
like Stelter’s and fawning puff
irrelevant and arbitrary, since we
that an email by Sebastien
pieces by The New York Times,
know for a fact that he is a
“Voldemort” Braha — the guy at
The Guardian and The New
longtime OPCW inspector who
the center of the scandal —
Yorker. This unearned and
went to Douma and contributed
proves that Ian Henderson was
undeserved legitimacy is then
an assessment which was hidden
not a part of the Fact-Finding
used by editors to justify looking
from the public by the OPCW.
Mission (FFM) in Douma, in
to Bellingcat for instructions on
contradiction to the claims made
how to think about important
So this narrative being spun by
by the anonymous second
information on Syria rather than
the US government-funded
OPCW whistleblower who goes
doing their own basic
propagandists at Bellingcat is
by the pseudonym of “Alex”.
investigation and analysis. It’s a
bogus from top to bottom, but
self-validating feedback loop
what’s infuriating is that we
As Waters is one hundred
which just so happens to work
already know who editors in
percent aware, Henderson
out very conveniently for the
news rooms are going to listen
absolutely was part of the
government which funds
to.
Douma Fact-Finding Mission,
Bellingcat.
and one of the FFM members
It’s absolutely amazing how
who actually went to Douma no
It remains unknown exactly
tightly interlaced Bellingcat is
less. I’ve put together a Twitter
what’s transpiring in news
with the upper echelons of
thread refuting Waters’
rooms around the world to
mainstream news media and the
ridiculous claims which you can
maintain the conspiracy of
public framing of what’s going
read here
silence on the OPCW scandal,
on in Syria. Mere hours after the
3
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but what is known is that by
itself this scandalous silence is
enough to fully discredit the
mass media forever. WikiLeaks
has exposed these outlets for the
monolithic propaganda engine
that they really are, and they did
it just by publishing extremely
newsworthy leak after extremely
newsworthy leak.

"Bombing PMU bases is a
dangerous aggravation which
endangers the security of Iraq
and the region," Iraqi media
sources cited Abdul-Mahdi as
saying.

The premier also reportedly
ordered Iraq's Joint Operations
Command (JOC) to not allow
any air or land-based operations
In order to perception manage to take place in the country
us any harder, these freaks are without the government's
going to have to go around
approval.
literally confiscating our ears
and eyeballs.
Earlier on Friday, US forces
conducted drone strikes on a
of Kata'ib Hezbollah
Iraqi president number
bases in Iraq's western Anbar
condemns US attack province, killing at least 25
and leaving another
on PMU bases as individuals
51 injured, according to the
death toll reaches 25 PMU.

led terrorist groups", a label
which has been vehemently
rejected by Iraqi officials.
Kata'ib hezbollah, along with
other units operating under the
PMU, have had a major role in
defending Iraq from the Deash
Takfiri terrorist group, which
swept across Iraq in 2014.

Calls for united anti-US
front
In a short statement, Kata'ib
Hezbollah described the attacks
as "disregard and humiliation
for the sovereignty and honor of
the Iraqi nation".

The attacks targeted "our sons
which were defending our
country's western borders," the
statement said, calling on the
Source:
The targeted Kata'ib Hezbollah
country's security forces to
https://www.presstv.com/Detail/2019/1
forces belonged to brigades 45
2/29/614898/Iraqi-President"prepare for a new page" of
condemns-US-attack-on-PMU-bases and 46 of the PMU, according to "honor and dignity" in
PMU official Jawad Kazim aldislodging US forces from the
The Iraqi News Agency (INA) Rabi'awi.
country.
reported on Friday that Salih
Following the strikes, the
decried the attacks as being
Iraq's Asaib Ahl al-Haq group,
unacceptable and damaging for Pentagon issued a statement
which is part of the PMU, also
saying that it had targeted three
the country, adding that the
issued a statement calling for all
strikes were contrary to security locations of the Iraqi fighters in
of the country's political factions
Iraq and two in Syria in response
agreements inked between
to respond to Washington's
to alleged attacks targeting
Baghdad and Washington.
"cowardly attack".
American forces.
Major General Abdul Karim
"Today, ending US military
The air raids were welcomed by
Khalaf, spokesman for the
presence in Iraq is essential by
Israel's foreign minister, Yisrael
Commander-in-Chief of the
all means necessary before it
Katz, who described the event as
Iraqi Armed Forces, also said
lasts any longer," the statement
a "turning point in the regional
that Adel Abdul-Mahdi,
read.
currently Iraq's caretaker prime response to Iran and its proxies".
minister, has voiced his
Abu Mahdi al-Muhandis, the
Washington and Tel Aviv
opposition to the attacks in a
PMU's second-in-command,
regularly label popular
message to US Defense
stressed that American forces
resistance movements opposed
Secretary Mark Esper.
will receive a harsh response for
to US presence in Iraq as "Iranthe incident.
4
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Falih Khazali, a lawmaker
affiliated to Iraq's Fatah
parliamentary bloc, said that the
raids signaled that the US "has
entered into a clear war with
Iraq" and that it has not yet
"learned from the consequences
of its occupation of Iraq".

By Kurt Nimmo

Senior Iraqi Shia cleric and
political leader Ammar al-Hakim
also described the American
Max Blumenthal distills
raids as a clear violation of Iraq's Kochavi’s threat
sovereignty and security
(https://twitter.com/MaxBlumenthal/sta
agreements signed between the tus/1210044321929535488).
two countries.
He urged the government and
parliament to adopt a firm
position in response to the
American strikes.

"Israeli army chief of staff Avi
Kochavi pledges to destroy the
critical civilian infrastructure of
Lebanon, Gaza and Syria in the
event of war, reaffirming state
terror as Israel’s official
national security doctrine"

According to the Yemeni alMasirah news network, Yemen's
Houthi Ansarullah movement
Kochavi’s “lecture at the
has also condemned the US
Interdisciplinary Center
attacks and has called on Arab Herzliya seemed to be aimed at
and Muslim countries to reject both the ears of Israeli citizens
foreign intervention in the region and the ears of Iran, Hezbollah
and to support the government and Hamas,” reports Ynet, the
and people of Iraq.
online outlet for Yedioth
Ahronot propaganda.
Following the developments,
Iraq's al-Hadath TV reported that Kochavi “sought to adjust the
the US has withdrawn dozens of public’s expectations, while
civilian workers from its
simultaneously sending a
Baghdad embassy.
message of deterrence to the
enemy,” the newspaper
continues.

scale military conflict. It’s
important to remember, however,
one of the vital parts in waging
a military conflict is setting
clear and achievable goals, and
that is the job of the IDF and the
political echelon.
In other words, the IDF has told
the Israeli public to prepare for
the destruction if its civilian
infrastructure in response to the
IDF destroying the civilian
infrastructure in Iran, Syria, and
Iraq (the latter two underwent
the systematic destruction of
civilian infrastructure and the
murder of millions of innocent
people; Iraq was destroyed at the
behest of Israel-first neocons in
the Bush administration, not
because it posed a threat to
America, but rather Israel).
Part of the current propaganda
effort is to prepare the Israeli
people to live in bomb shelters
while their homes, schools, and
hospitals are bombed—little
different than what Israel has
done in Gaza and did in the past
to Lebanon—and “allocate
hundreds of millions of shekels
to obtain air defense systems
that are able to thwart any
potential missile attack Iran may
launch at Israel.” The track
record on the effectiveness of
these so-called defense systems
is dismal.

Get Ready to Fight
Israel’s Next War. This was an attempt to convey to
year, Israel’s David’s Sling
Asking America to the Israeli public that the home Last
missile
defense system failed
front will come under intense
do the “Dirty Work” fire and the army will suffer stupendously to intercept
Source:
https://www.globalresearch.ca/getready-to-fight-israels-next-war-askingamerica-to-do-the-dirty-work/5698968

great losses.
All of this plays an important
part in preparing for a wide5

missiles fired from Syria, a
neighbor obsessively bombed by
Israel over the last few years.
“This has been a recurring
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problem for nations with
in the needed direction [in the
substantial investments in
direction of Zionist domination
interceptor missiles. The costly of the region and the continued
missiles have tended to perform dispossession of the Palestinian
poorly in even the most
people],” Kochavi summarized.
favorable tests, and using them
against perceived threats, as
The willingness to act sends a
today, risks very public failures,”
message to the enemy that
writes Jason Ditz
contrary to Israel’s image as a
(http://news.antiwar.com/2018/07/23/is
country that only launches
raels-missile-defense-fails-in-first-use- airstrikes and is not prepared to
along-syria-frontier/).
absorb casualties, the
willingness to exert force and
So, basically, Kochavi has told
risk that price to ensure peace
the Israeli people they will suffer
for its citizens, reinforces
inestimable losses in human life
Israel’s deterrence and may
and property and their children delay a major confrontation, or
will be conscripted to fight and alternatively allow us to control
die in order to pound Iran to
one when it finally happens.
dust, something the little country
of Israel—which would not exist This message—prepare for
without American largess
immense suffering, standby and
dispensed under what amounts witness your relatives and
to a voodoo trance—is unable to friends blown to bloody pieces
do on its own.
in the name of Zionist
domination—is not simply
This means, of course, the US intended for the fat and happy
military will be obliged to finish living in the racist and ethnic
what Israel has long itched to
cleansing state of Israel. It is, as
start—a regional war to reduce well, a message to the American
Iran, Gaza, Syria, and Lebanon people—you will be required to
to smoldering ruins similar to
fight the Zionist war of
those created by the
domination, a war Israel knows
psychopathic “creative
it cannot win, never mind the
destruction” neocons during the fantasy Israel will win any
years of Bush the Lesser.
contest due to its “skilled and
deadly ground forces.”
Kochavi played fast and loose
with the lives of Israeli citizens, Congress has repeatedly, over
who are as brainwashed and
successive decades, promised
oblivious to their destruction as that it will not only subsidize
millions of Americans.
Israel, but fight its wars as well.
This would be impossible if not
“Although such actions could
for endless propaganda
lead to an escalation in violence portraying tiny Israel locked in
and casualties, they put Israel am existential battle with a
back in the driver’s seat and
world of antisemites.
allow it to redirect the dynamics
6

“Indeed, one might argue that
there is a tendency in
Washington to see the world and
even domestic policies through
Israel’s eyes,” writes Philip
Giraldi
(https://www.unz.com/pgiraldi/fighting
-israels-wars/). “One might even
suggest that the United States
government is being
progressively Zionized because
of the free hand that Israel and
its supporters have, which gives
them the ability to seek benefits
for Israel that they would be
unlikely to pursue for the United
States.”
The remarks of Colonel Pat
Lang, a former special ops
officer and head of the Defense
Humint Service, are worth
quoting at length.
It’s an open question but I think
the answer is probably yes. The
U.S. military now seems to be
totally focused on Israeli policy
goals in Iran, Syria and Iraq…
Israel wants Iran neutered and
eliminated as a power rival in
the Middle East. The putative
Iranian nuclear weapons
program is just one target of
Israeli policy toward Iran. To
reach the goal of Morgenthaustyle comfort with regard to
Iran, Israel wants to destroy
Syria and Hizbullah as allies of
Iran… The process of
conditioning American officers
to make them Zionists has been
ongoing for a long time…
Americans are mentally driven
by aggressive sports analogies
and Israel was a winner [of the
1967 “Six Day War”]. That
made a big difference in spite of
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the repeated day long attacks by
the Israeli air force and navy
against U.S.S. Liberty, an
American SIGINT collector
positioned off the Egyptian
coast… The indoctrination and
conditioning program described
by Shoshana Bryen began in
earnest after that and has
carried through to the present
under the umbrella of AIPAC
and its galaxy of linked
organizations especially JINSA.
This program has been wildly,
incredibly successful. As a
result, there is an unthinking
willingness among senior, and
not so senior American officers
to support Israeli policy in Iran,
Syria, Lebanon, Palestine and
now Saudi Arabia. The handful
of M[iddle] E[ast] trained and
educated U.S. officers are
ignored, treated as technical
experts or shoved out the door
when they speak up.

“proxies” will certainly involve
the US military. Criticism of this
war by the people who will pay
and die for it will be censored,
denounced as antisemitism, and
declared to be treason (recall the
corporate media talking heads
excoriating antiwar activists
during Bush’s illegal invasion of
Iraq in 2003, most notably Bill
O’Reilly at Fox News http://www.mediamatters.org/billoreilly/oreilly-renewed-2003-attackjeremy-glick-son-9-11-victim).

I hate to end this post on a sour
note, but there really is no other
choice. Israel has long prepared
to attack Iran—and Hezbollah in
Lebanon (the 2006 effort failed)
—and has demanded the US do
the dirty work despite the fact
there is no chance Iran will
bomb the US with its
intermediate missiles. Chants of
“Death to America” are
rhetorical and hardly a threat.

from Syria to Libya
Source: https://www.sana.sy/en/?
p=181608

By Ruaa al-Jazaeri
U.S. Bloomberg News Agency
mentioned that an official at the
Turkish regime and another one
from the Government of
National Accord (GNA) in
Libya revealed that a number of
Erdogan’s mercenaries in Syria
will be transported to Libya.
Meanwhile, Zaman Turkish
newspaper indicated that
Erdogan seeks to impose control
over the region whether through
establishing military bases in
Qatar and Somalia or through
the direct interventions in Syria,
Libya and Sudan, adding that
Erdogan is using his mercenaries
again to transfer them to Libya.

The Turkish newspaper and
This control of the US military
But
then,
as
the
arch
neocon
media reports stated that there
by a foreign power was admitted
above
admitted,
the
Pentagon
is
are messages on the social media
by Shoshana Bryen
Zionist
occupied
territory.
Add
websites among a number of
(https://turcopolier.typepad.com/sic_se
to this the unswerving support of terrorist groups in Syria which
mper_tyrannis/2017/11/have-the-usmilitry-gone-zionist.html). She is an Congress for Israel’s crimes
are backed by Turkey in which
against
humanity—and
its
ardent neocon involved in the
they urge for fighting in Libya in
tireless effort to shut down any exchange for money paid by the
indoctrination of US military
personnel, a former director of opposition to the endless
Turkish regime.
the Jewish Policy Center, and a violence of Zionists (including
subverting what is left of the Bill Recently, local sources in
senior director of Jewish
Institute for National Security of Rights)—and you can bet
Hasaka said that the Turkish
your
bottom
dollar
we
will
be
Affairs. “The United States
occupation forces are continuing
sucked into another catastrophic to pull out groups of their
military… is a Zionist
institution,” she said, according war.
mercenaries from Ras al-Ayn
to Pat Lang
City and its surroundings,
(http://israelpalestinenews.org/fighting Erdogan’s regime adding that those terrorists are
-israels-wars-u-s-military-governmentlikely to be sent to Libya
continues to invest through the Turkish territories to
become-zionized/).
plunge them into the battles
in terrorism,
This means that a fight initiated
taking place there.
transfers terrorists
by Israel against Iran and its
7
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Spokesman of the Libyan
expansionist ambitions to usurp
National Army (LNA) Major
its resources.
General Ahmed al-Mismari
revealed that over the past days, Post-Truth World:
the Turkish regime has
transferred terrorists from Jabhat An OPCW Coveral-Nusra terrorist organization to
up, Shielded by
Libya.

Readers will note that the 2018
decision to bomb Syria just days
after the alleged incident, was
predicated on the unshakable
belief by US, UK and French
government leaders and their
corporate mainstream media
support network – of their own
MSM and Bellingcat self-styled unified official
In the same context, many
narrative, one which
Source:
reports have affirmed the role of
immediately attributed blame to
https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/2
the Turkish regime in supporting 8/post-truth-world-a-clear-opcw- the Syrian government for the
terrorists in the regional
supposed ‘chemical weapon’
cover-up-shielded-by-msm-andcountries including Syria and
event. This ‘rapid reaction‘
bellingcat/
Libya as the Libyan Customs
(https://www.gov.uk/government/news/
By Patrick Henningsen
hostile-states-to-face-rapid-andAuthority earlier this year
unified-international-response)
announced that about 20
determination resulted in the
On Friday night, online
thousand pistols were seized
tripartite joint airstrike launched
publisher
WikiLeaks
released
inside a cargo container which
against Damascus by the US,
includes some household items the latest set of internal
UK and France. Skeptics at the
documents
and children’s games for
camouflage coming from Turkey (https://wikileaks.org/opcw-douma/) time questioned how this axis of
consensus was gleaned so
relating to the OPCW’s Fact
at Misrata port, east of the
quickly before the OPCW FFM
Finding
Mission
(FFM)
and
capital, Tripoli.
team was allowed to investigate
investigation into the alleged
what actually happened. Now
‘chemical
attack’
to
Douma,
In May 2019, Colonel Abu Bakr
Syria in April of 2018. As with we know.
al-Badri, a Libyan naval
operations officer, also revealed the previous releases, these
that the Turkish ship Amazon, documents are highly damning, The WikiLeaks summary of this
which docked in the capital city and point to both US meddling latest document set
of Tripoli, was carrying a large and an institutional cover-up at (https://wikileaks.org/opcw-douma/)
reads as follows:
number of terrorists, including the executive level.
mercenaries from Daesh (ISIS)
***
Patrick Henningsen
terrorist organization.
(https://twitter.com/21WIRE/status/121
Today WikiLeaks releases more
0630993750740993):
This new mission of Erdogan in
internal documents from the
Libya comes in completion of
"More proof that the official OPCW regarding the
the destructive role played by
investigation into the alleged
#Douma narrative was a
the Turkish regime in Syria and
its failure in achieving it, as it he #HOAX used as a pretext for a chemical attack in Douma in
trying through these practices to US, UK & France war crime April 2018.
against #Syria, and that the
compensate for some of his
#OPCW have clearly engaged in One of the documents is an esuccessive losses and it came
fraud by instituting an internal mail exchange dated 27 and 28
after the news of the Turkish
February between members of
cover-up of exculpatory
regime’s intention to send
the fact finding mission (FFM)
evidence
which
would
have
military troops to Libya in
cleared Syrian government." deployed to Douma and the
framework of its intervention in
senior officials of the OPCW. It
the affairs in this country and its
8
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includes an e-mail from
minutes, the OPCW team was
Sebastien Braha, Chief of
advised by the experts that there
Cabinet at the OPCW, where he would be little use in conducting
instructs that an engineering
exhumations. The second point
report from Ian Henderson
was “To elicit expert opinions
should be removed from the
from the forensic toxicologists
secure registry of the
regarding the observed and
organisation:
reported symptoms of the
alleged victims.”
“Please get this document out of
DRA [Documents Registry
More specifically,
Archive]… And please remove
all traces, if any, of its
“…whether the symptoms
delivery/storage/whatever in
observed in victims were
DRA”.
consistent with exposure to
The main finding of Henderson,
chlorine or other reactive
who inspected the sites in
chlorine gas.”
Douma and two cylinders that
were found on the site of the
According to the minutes leaked
alleged attack, was that they
today: “With respect to the
were more likely manually
consistency of the observed and
placed there than dropped from a reported symptoms of the
plane or helicopter from
alleged victims with possible
considerable heights. His
exposure to chlorine gas or
findings were omitted from the similar, the experts were
official final OPCW report on conclusive in their statements
the Douma incident.
that there was no correlation
between symptoms and chlorine
Another document released
exposure”.
today contains minutes from a
meeting on 6 June 2018 where The OPCW team members
four staff members of the OPCW wrote that the key “take-away
had discussions with “three
message” from the meeting was
Toxicologists/Clinical
pharmacologists, one
“that the symptoms observed
bioanalytical and toxicological were inconsistent with exposure
chemist” (all specialists in
to chlorine and no other obvious
chemical weapons, according to candidate chemical causing the
the minutes).
symptoms could be identified”.
The purpose of this meeting was
two-fold. The first objective was
“To solicit expert advice on the
value of exhuming suspected
victims of the alleged chemical
attack in Douma on 7 April
2018”. According to the

July 2018 where it is stated that
the eight OPCW inspectors
deployed to Douma during the
fact finding mission (except one,
a paramedic) should be excluded
from discussions on the project.
***
As with the previous leaks (all
previous leaks are available on
WikiLeaks OPCW page https://wikileaks.org/opcw-douma/),
this latest revelation is no less
damning, and exposes an
internal cover-up of evidence
which would have ruled against
the US-UK-FR official ‘unified’
narrative blaming the “Assad
regime” and subsequent decision
to fire cruise missiles into Syria.
The leak also exposes how the
OPCW’s FFM ground team
would later be shut-out of the
preparations for the final public
report – a move which flies in
the face of standard operating
procedures.
Scott Ritter
(https://twitter.com/RealScottRitter/stat
us/1210891902121369600):

"I participated in more than 30
inspection missions in Iraq
during my time with UNSCOM.
The entire team participated in
the preparation of the final
report. The notion of outsiders
The third document is a copy of writing an inspection report was
OPCW e-mail exchanges from
unthinkable. Something is
20 to 28 August 2018 discussing
fundamentally amiss at the
the meeting with the
OPCW."
toxicologists.
The mainstream reaction to this
The fourth document is an elatest leak is much the same as
mail exchange from the end of the previous ones – total silence
9
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by corporate and state-run media attacks‘
some “rogue” outsider, and later
outlets in the West. Instead of
(https://twitter.com/PhilipWatson_/stat OPCW whistleblower “Alex” as
mainstream journalists covering us/1210651717144055808?s=20) in a liar:
the new evidence, what we see is Syria, or in aiding NATO
(https://twitter.com/N_Waters89/status/
the usual media operatives being member states (Bellingcat’s
1210583532231413762)
deployed
sponsors) to achieve their
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/ geopolitical objectives – even if In keeping with the familiar
20/mainstream-media-on-opcw-leaks- that entails libeling a real
pattern
the-good-bad-and-downright-ugly/) in journalist
(https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/
order to direct traffic on social (https://armswatch.com/exposed20/mainstream-media-on-opcw-leaksmedia – away from any
the-good-bad-and-downright-ugly/) of
bellingcat-fabricate-evidencedeliberately-hide-documents-in-new- passing the propaganda baton,
conclusion which might
undermine the official western russian-spy-plot/) in the process, as The Telegraph newspaper’s
narrative. Also we see an attack was the case with Bellingcat’s Middle East correspondent in
on any dissenting opinions from hamfisted effort to smear
Beirut, Josie Ensor, quickly
international
arms
trafficking
media and academia, and most
amplifies Water’s defamation
importantly: to try and discredit investigator and journalist
campaign to discredit the
Dilyana
Gaytandzhieva.
OPCW whistleblowers, as well
whistleblowers and WikiLeaks,
as the source of this latest batch
while steering people away from
Dilyana
Gaytandzhieva
of documents, WikiLeaks.
the narrative-changing evidence
(https://twitter.com/dgaytandzhieva/sta that has been leaked by OPCW
tus/1200100843627991043):
Frontrunning this concerted
staff:
campaign to discredit the OPCW
"Exposed: Bellingcat fabricate
whistleblowers is the US, UK
evidence, deliberately hide
and Dutch government-funded
‘investigative group’ Bellingcat. documents in new ‘Russian spy
plot’. I am taking @bellingcat to
Not surprisingly, the group is
court"
constantly being showered with
awards and placed PR features
It should be noted that from the
in leading mainstream
very beginning of the Douma
publications. Superciliously,
Bellingcat describes itself on its story (and much like every other
Ensor is part of a conclave of
social media profile as “Award- ‘chemical’ incident in Syria),
Bellingcat
has
vigorously
western mainstream ‘Syria’
winning open source
defended the official western
correspondents
investigation.” Just this past
government
version
of
events
(https://twitter.com/walid970721/status
month, a documentary film
/1199286223296245760?s=20) who
about Bellingcat, entitled, Truth used to launch the April 2018
missile
strike
on
Syria.
No
rarely, if ever, steps foot inside
in a Post-Truth World won an
surprise there. After all, why
of Syria (unless it’s via the
International Emmy Award in
would
the
cat
bite
the
hand
that
Turkish border into al QaedaNew York City. Of course, the
feeds
it?
controlled Idlib province), and
irony of the film’s title becomes
who consistently defers to
clearer once you begin
Straight
out
of
the
gates,
one
of
Bellingcat while carefully
reviewing the lengthy catalog of
adhering to the official US-UK
incidences where Bellingcat has Bellingcat leading media
operatives,
Nick
Waters,
took
to
government narrative on
actually fabricated its ‘evidence’
anything pertaining to Syria.
– whether its recycling images Twitter to try and discredit
OPCW
staff
by
painting
FFM
Moreover, it is these and other
of chlorine cylinders to create
engineer and author of the first high-profile journalists who
stories of supposed ‘chemical
leaked report, Ian Henderson, as have promulgated the myth of
10
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the “moderate rebel” and the
chamber is functioning now, and
independent and non“peaceful uprising” in Syria
with very little critical thought
discriminatory body it used to
since 2011. This coordinated
as to the province of the unified
be.”
propaganda effort has been
western narrative. Yet, despite
central in helping to keep the US all of the overwhelming new
As this story continues to
and Gulf-led proxy war against evidence from the OPCW, which unravel (and it will), the
Syria going for nearly nine years should at the very least raise
multitude of establishment
now.
reasonable doubt as to the
gatekeepers and internet cops
western alliance’s predetermined who are hell-bent on defending
Note that the initial leaked
conclusion regarding Douma’s the West’s holier than thou
engineering report which came dubious ‘chemical attack,’ the official narrative, are left with no
out earlier this year was
western mainstream press and face-saving options other than a
provided by a whistleblower to political leadership are
grand mea culpa. Perhaps that
the Working Group on Syria,
completely silent, save for a few would be too much to ask.
Media and Propaganda
individuals like British journalist Instead, with spade in hand, they
(WGSPM Peter Hitchens
have opted to continue digging a
http://syriapropagandamedia.org/abou (https://hitchensblog.mailonsunday.co. deeper hole, and in the end, will
t), who then published the
uk/) from the Mail on Sunday.
have thoroughly discredited
previously suppressed report
themselves as the objective
along with a detailed analysis
None of this bodes well for
journalists and pundits they
and commentary.
either the OPCW, the
constantly claim to be.
mainstream media or those
Not content to smear the OPCW governments who, like it or not,
The Battle to
whistleblowers, Waters goes on, are now actively involved in the
this time attempting to discredit cover-up of what can only be
Liberate Syria’s
WikiLeaks by claiming the
described as a war crime. As
online whistleblower publication 21WIRE writer Sheila Coombes Idlib Province from
is ‘pushing an agenda’, all the commented in her report filed
US Supported
while steering his followers
earlier this month
Terrorists
away from the facts contained in (https://21stcenturywire.com/2019/12/
the leaked revelations.
20/mainstream-media-on-opcw-leaksSource:
(https://twitter.com/N_Waters89/status/ the-good-bad-and-downright-ugly/): https://stephenlendman.org/2019/12/th
1210679628370714627)
e-battle-to-liberate-syrias-idlibThat this was ignored and that province-from-us-supported-terrorists/
The fact that Bellingcat is
Ian Henderson, author of the
By Stephen Lendman
frontrunning on narrative
suppressed but leaked
enforcement is important when
Engineering report, was
one considers that nearly all of frogmarched off the OPCW site, Syria’s Idlib province in the
the western mainstream media’s is indicative of corruption at the country’s northwest borders
Middle East correspondents
highest ranks of this formerly Turkey.
follow and promote Bellingcat,
admirable UN organisation.
Infested with US-supported
as an easy one-stop shop for any
‘evidence’ or views needed to
The OPCW’s first ever Director jihadists, the Erdogan regime
lets them move back and forth
fill in the gaps of any story
General, Jose Bustani,
involving the supposed crimes appointed when it was formed in cross-border between both
of the ‘Assad regime’ or the
1997 states that he now hopes countries while pretending to
oppose them — supplying them
Russian Federation. This is
the organisation, “Can be
with heavy and other weapons,
essentially how this echo
resurrected to become the
along with the US, NATO and
11
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Israel.

its ruling authorities — a failed week:
agenda.
Idlib is the last terrorist
“Russia, Syria, and Iran are
stronghold in Syria, its liberation Iran is currently holding joint
killing, or on their way to
essential to free the country and military exercises with Russia
killing, thousands of innocent
its people from their menace.
and China in the Gulf of Oman civilians in Idlib Province (sic).
ad Indian Ocean.
Don’t do it! Turkey is working
A year ago, Putin and Erdogan
hard to stop this carnage (sic).”
agreed on establishing a 15 – 20 Head of Russia’s Center for
km-wide demilitarized zone in Contemporary Iran Studies
US-supported jihadists and
Idlib along the Turkish border. Recep Safarov said these first
Pentagon terror-bombing are
ever joint drills show the
responsible for hundreds of
An agreed on ceasefire failed
importance of the Islamic
thousands of casualties since
straightaway because of
Republic as a regional security Obama regime aggression was
Turkey’s aggression in Syria and “superpower.”
launched in March 2011 —
support for jihadists Erdogan
along with the severest refugee
pledged to oppose — despite
Joint military coordination
crisis since WW II from what’s
joint Russian/Turkish patrols
among these countries is all
gone on in all US war theaters.
along border areas between both about establishing security in
countries.
these waterways, protecting
Since mid-December fighting
them for international trade,
began to liberate Idlib,
Despite pledging to withdraw
combatting US-supported
government forces regained
US forces from Syria, Trump
terrorists, along with showing
control over southern areas,
reneged, his word never his
that Russia, China and Iran
major battles remaining to free
bond, why he and other top US comprise a military coalition — its millions of residents from the
officials can never be trusted.
for defense, not offense the way scourge of US supported
US-dominated NATO operates. terrorists.
Thousands of Pentagon troops,
paramilitaries, and private
Syrian forces supported by
On Saturday, the Syrian Arab
military contractors (PMCs)
Russian airpower are battling to News Agency (SANA) reported
remain in northern and southern liberate Idlib from US-supported that government forces entered
parts of the country, including in terrorists.
Al Halba in southeast Idlib.
most Syrian oil-producing areas.
According to Russian Foreign They forced al-Nusra terrorists
Stolen oil is smuggled crossMinistry spokeswoman Maria near Jarjanaz to retreat, dozens
border into Turkey for sale on Zakharova, jihadists in Idlib
of their fighters killed or
the black market, Washington, increased their number of
wounded.
private US interests, and the
artillery strikes throughout
Erdogan regime profiting from December on government forces According to the Beirut-based
grand theft.
and residential areas to 60 daily, Arabic-language Al Akhbar
double their earlier numbers — broadsheet, (US-supported)
US involvement in Syria is all killing Syrian troops and
jihadists in Idlib ignored a days
about seeking regime change,
civilians.
earlier agreed on ceasefire near
wanting Assad replaced by prothe Damascus/Aleppo highway.
Western puppet rule, the country Ignoring Pentagon mass
transformed into a client state, slaughter and destruction in
In the past two weeks,
Iran isolated regionally, greater Syria throughout years of US
government forces liberated 46
“maximum pressure” exerted on aggression, Trump tweeted last Idlib province towns and
12
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villages, Tass reported, adding:

Fatou Bensouda, the
International Criminal Court’s
“They regained control over the The US also supplied jihadists in Chief Prosecutor, said in a
territory of 320 square
Syria with shoulder-launched, statement
kilometers, which had been man-portable, surface-to-air
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?
controlled by the (US(SAMS) missiles, able to down v=B51f1jyIwsI) regarding “alleged
supported) Jabhat al-Nusra helicopters and low-flying
crimes” committed in the
terror group and armed groups aircraft.
occupied Palestinian territories
collaborating with it.”
that “all the statutory criteria
Government forces reportedly under the Rome Statute
On Saturday, AMN News
advanced to about two miles
(https://www.iccreported that a counter-offensive from Maaret al-Numan on the cpi.int/nr/rdonlyres/ea9aeff7-5752(including suicide attacks) by al- strategic M5 highway, linking 4f84-be940a655eb30e16/0/rome_statute_english.
Nusra jihadists in southeastern Damascus with Aleppo.
pdf) for the opening of an
Idlib was “repelled by the Syrian
investigation have been met.”
Arab Army…west of Jarjanaz.” Assad vowed to liberate all
The territories in question
Syrian territory. Fighting
include the West Bank, East
On Friday, Southfront cited
continues in Idlib and elsewhere.
Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip.
Abkhazian Network News
These territories constitute the
video, documenting advances by As long as the US occupies
state of Palestine, as it is
Syrian forces “in the
northern and southern Syrian
recognized by the United
southeastern Idlib countryside,” territory, restoration of peace to
Nations.
retaking areas held by al-Nusra the country and its longand allied terrorists.
suffering people remains
The decision flies in the face of
unachieved.
anyone who still believes the
The video “show(ed) dozens of
Israeli claim that the Israeli
Russian and Syrian airstrikes
Will
the
ICC’s
Defense Forces (IDF) is the
targeting militants’ battle tanks,
moral army in the world,”
Investigation into “most
armored vehicles, rocket
or that Israel does not commit
launchers and positions in
Israeli
War
Crimes
war crimes.
southeast Idlib,” said Southfront,
Finally Bring
adding:
Weapons captured by
government forces included “an
armored vehicle and a Turkishmade HY 12 120 mm mortar.”

pierce its heavy armor.

Justice to Palestine?

Under the Rome Statute, the
founding document that
established the International
Criminal Court, it is determined
that cases can be heard by the
court only if one of the affected
parties is a signatory. The state
of Palestine has been a signatory
since 2015.

US-supported ISIS cells remain
active in Syria. Last week their
fighters shelled southeastern
Deir Ezzor.
Video posted on social media
showed anti-government
jihadists firing a US TOW antitank missile at a Russian-made
Syrian T-62 tank, failing to

Issues of Jurisdiction

Source:
https://www.mintpressnews.com/iccinvestigation-israel-war-crimes-bringjustice-palestine/263752/

By Miko Peled
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Israel, which like the United
States never signed the Rome
Statute, claims that Palestine is
not a sovereign state and
therefore the International
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Criminal Court has no
jurisdiction to investigate issues
related to it. Yet according to
UN General Assembly
resolution 67/19
(https://undocs.org/A/RES/67/19),
adopted on November 29, 2012,
Palestine assumed the status of a
UN “non-member observer
state,” affording it the ability to
accede to international treaties
like the Rome Statute, and
indeed it didn’t take long for
Palestine to become the 123rd
state party to the statute giving
the ICC the legal right to
exercise jurisdiction on its
territory.

the Israeli government and East
Israel Responds
Jerusalem has been effectively
annexed by Israel.
Notwithstanding the legal
challenges, the decision of the
Bensouda quite oddly adds that prosecutor is encouraging. In
“The Palestinian Authority does Israel, the reactions to her
not govern Gaza.” Hamas,
decision were predictably fast,
however, is the party that
and not surprisingly, fierce.
currently governs Gaza, in as
Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
much as Israeli permits it to do Netanyahu’s response to
so, as it is the party that won the Bensouda’s decision was that it
2006 Palestinian Authority
is “baseless and outrageous.” As
parliamentary elections.
expected, he said that “the court
has no jurisdiction” because
Bensouda says that although she only sovereign states can
is of the view that “the Court
petition the court, and “there has
may exercise its jurisdiction
never been a sovereign
notwithstanding these matters,” Palestinian state.” He added that
she is aware of contrary views, the ICC’s decision means that
Clearly anticipating that the ICC and therefore “requests that a
Jews living in their historic
jurisdiction over Palestine would Pre-Trial Chamber I (“the
homeland, the land of the Bible,
be called into questions by
Chamber”) rule on the scope of is a war crime.
Israel, Prosecutor Bensouda said the Court’s territorial
in her statement (https://www.icc- jurisdiction in the situation in
National Union chairman and
cpi.int/Pages/item.aspx?
Palestine.”
Transportation Minister Bezalel
name=20191220-otp-statementpalestine), the full version of

Specifically, Bensouda affirmed,
which can be found on the ICC she is seeking confirmation that
website, that she had filed a
the “territory” over which the
request for a jurisdictional ruling ICC may exercise jurisdiction
on the issue.
comprises the “Occupied
Palestinian Territory, that is the
“Specifically, I have sought
West Bank, including East
confirmation that the ‘territory’ Jerusalem, and the Gaza Strip.”
over which the court may
exercise its jurisdiction, and
She also made it clear that she
which I may subject to
wants the issue determined
investigation, comprises the
before she begins an
West Bank, including East
investigation instead of being
Jerusalem, and Gaza,”
settled later by judges after her
Bensouda said.
investigations are completed. It

Smotrich tweeted his response to
the ICC prosecutor’s decision
saying that that the Prime
Minister should give the
Palestinian Authority 48-hours
to pull its petition to the ICC or
else face being “torn down.” He
added that this should have been
done long ago when the
Palestinians first petitioned the
UN for statehood.

Yair Lapid, a co-founder of
Israel’s Blue and White party,
tweeted, “The ICC prosecutor
has caved in to Palestinian lies
is not clear when a decision will and hatred. As a former member
She went on to say that she
be made on this, but Bensouda
recognizes that “Palestine does said she had asked the court to of the Security Cabinet and a
member of the Knesset Foreign
not have full control over the
“rule expeditiously” and to allow Affairs and Defense Committee,
Occupied Palestinian Territory potential victims to participate in
I can testify that the IDF does
and its borders are disputed.”
proceedings.
more than any army in history to
The West Bank and the Gaza
prevent civilian casualties.”
Strip are heavily controlled by
14
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Despite the evidence, this is a
claim often repeated by Israeli
politicians.

abroad. That fear is not entirely
irrational and not without
precedent.

In 2011, it was reported
(https://www.haaretz.com/1.5025417)
that retired Israeli General
Danny Rothschild was forced to
cut a scheduled visit to London
short and cancel two planned
lectures there. This after the
Demonstrators stand on top of London
Israeli Embassy warned him he Bus during a protest near the Israeli
embassy over its bombing of Gaza,
was in danger of being arrested
Palestinians salvage what they can
July 11, 2014. Alastair Grant | AP
if he stayed in the country. The
from the rubble of a home destroyed by
an overnight Israeli airstrike in Gaza, event came a day after Knesset Matan Kahana is a member of
member and former Defense
July 8, 2014. Khalil Hamra | AP
the Israeli “New Right” party.
Minister Amir Peretz was forced Kahana is a retired colonel in the
Blue and White chairman Benny to cut short a London visit for
IDF who served both as a soldier
Gantz also attacked the court’s the same reason.
in Israel’s notorious murder
decision. Having served as the
squad “Sayeret Matkal” and as a
IDF Chief of Staff, he is likely to Trial International
fighter pilot and officer in the
be a major target of any
(https://trialinternational.org/latest- Israeli Airforce. He participated
investigation into war crimes. In post/tzipi-livni/), an NGO that
in countless “operations” in
his response to the decision, he fights impunity for international
which Palestinian civilians were
mentioned his decades of
crimes and supports victims in killed. As an airforce pilot, he
military service, including
their quest for justice, reports
would have been directly
“serving as the IDF’s 20th Chief that on June 30, 2016, former
involved in bombing and killing
of Staff.” He stated that “the IDF Israeli Foreign Minister Tzipi
countless defenseless citizens in
is one of the most moral armies Livni was in London for a
the Gaza Strip. Kahana made a
in the world,” and asserted that conference and was summoned
statement on Twitter following
“The IDF and the State of Israel to the police regarding
the ICC’s announcement that “if
do not commit war crimes.”
allegations of war crimes
only people knew how careful
Gantz oversaw more than one
committed between 2008 and
the IDF soldiers try not to harm
Israeli assault on the besieged
2009. Livni was ultimately
“uninvolved persons.”
Gaza strip, assaults that saw
granted diplomatic immunity.
scores of civilian casualties.
Then, on January 23, 2017,
Yet these “efforts” Kahana and
Livni was invited to attend a
other Israeli officials speak of
conference at the European
Israeli Fears
seem to fail time and time again.
Parliament in Brussels when the The number of civilian
Israel has good reason to fear the Belgium prosecutor’s office
casualties from Israeli attacks is
International Criminal Court’s announced its intention to arrest staggering and has reached the
decision. Moving forward with and question her regarding her point where one must question
alleged involvement in
an investigation into crimes
the intent of the IDF and those
Operation Cast Lead, Israel’s
committed in the Palestinian
who send it on these so-called
bloody 22-day military assault missions. While a thorough
territories will expose both
current and former government on the Gaza Strip in 2008. Livini investigation will no doubt
officials and military personnel decided to cancel her trip to
precede any decision by the
to prosecution when they travel Belgium.
International Criminal Court, it
15
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doesn’t take a great legal
scholar to understand that
dropping tons of bombs from
fighter jets on a defenseless
civilian population constitutes
a war crime.
The full report (https://www.icccpi.int/CourtRecords/CR2019_07637.P
DF) of the prosecutor states that

the scope of any formal
proceedings is also likely to
include an investigation into the
“use by members of the IDF of
non-lethal and lethal means
against persons participating in
demonstrations beginning in
March 2018.” The
demonstrations the ICC is
referring to are the protests
known as “The Great Return
March.” This means that the
enormous efforts Israel makes to
justify its attacks on Palestinians
— and to claim that they are
carried out in self-defense only
— may finally be beginning to
fail.

influence of Jews in American
politics has also developed
Now that 2019 has ended, it is more simultaneously, with Jews heavily
overrepresented in the Democratic
than seventy-four years since the
Party and in Congress.
end of the Second World War.
America’s “Greatest Generation”
The rise to power on the part of
that actually fought the war and
American Jews coincided with the
endured it on the home front, is
dying off and the remembrance of trajectory of Israel in the Middle
East. Protecting Israel and Jewish
the conflict is increasingly
experienced second hand, if at all. privilege became two sides of the
The war has been relegated to the same coin, leading to creation of
history books, one might think, but the holocaust narrative, which
that would be to ignore one aspect Professor Norman Finkelstein
of it which seems to never fade
(https://ahtribune.com/interview/3675from sight. That would be the so- norman-finkelstein.html) has aptly
called holocaust, which has
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produced a host of taxpayer funded Industry
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That the established holocaust
narrative lives on in spite of its
irrelevancy and obvious
contradictions is a reflection of
Jewish power in the United States

78131&sprefix=norman+finkelstein
%2Caps%2C134&sr=8-2). And

promotion of the sanctity of the
holocaust story has enabled the
damnation of skeptics as holocaustdeniers (https://ahtribune.com/in-

(https://ahtribune.com/us/israelgate/20 depth/1210-israeli-canadian-thoughtpolice.html) while also increasing
53-american-jews.html). Since the

when the regular evocations the exploitation of the charge of
More Holocaust 1970s,
of the holocaust began in earnest, anti-Semitism for those who would
dare to criticize either the Jewish
Reparations for Jews have come to wield
considerable influence in American tribe itself or Israel.
2020: The Gift That economic, cultural, intellectual and
life. Jews played a central One of the singular manifestations
Keeps on Giving political
role in American finance during the of the Jewish power in both the
1980s, and they were among the
chief beneficiaries of that decade’s
corporate mergers and
reorganizations. Today, though
barely two percent of the nation’s
population is Jewish, close to half
its billionaires are Jews. The chief
executive officers of the three
major television networks and the
four largest film studios are Jews,
Source:
as are the owners of the nation’s
https://ahtribune.com/us/israelgate/37
largest newspaper chain and the
65-holocaust-reparations-formost influential single newspaper,
2020.html
The New York Times. The role and
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U.S. and in Europe has been the
creation of mechanisms to address
the perceived needs of “holocaust
survivors.” One might argue
reasonably enough that there cannot
be actually that many genuine
survivors remaining after 74 years,
but the term has proven to be
extremely elastic. It has come to
include not only the actual victims
who were allegedly sent to labor or
concentration camps but also any
Jew who survived 1939 through
1945 in Europe or even in Asia
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living in ghettos. And it also
conceivably extend into the
payment from the German Social
includes their children, even if born foreseeable future.
Security… If you are an heir of a
after the war.
ghetto survivor, and the survivor or
When in doubt about where to find their spouse was alive on June 27th
the money, it is only necessary to 2002, you may be entitled to a oneget in touch with a professional
time payment… We will help you to
Zionist Zealot like Eizenstat or with file the claims for all the money you
one of the commercial firms that is justly deserve… After you have
into the holocaust reparations
received the restitution payment,
business. The International Center we will charge a fee of 15% of the
for Holocaust Reparations is one of retroactive sum.”
them, a corporation registered in
Israel with offices located in
The website also advises that even
(Stuart E. Eizenstat, former Special
Jerusalem,
Berlin
and
in
Pompano
second-generation survivors whose
Representative of the President and
Secretary of State on Holocaust-Era Beach Florida. It was founded by parents were interned in a ghetto
Issues. Credit: U.S. National Archives/ Israeli Zachi Porath and the actual somewhere for even a short time
incorporation is in his name as
“may be entitled to a one-time
Flickr)
Zachi Porath Ltd.
compensation payment… We have
As a result, the so-called holocaust
been aiding Holocaust survivors all
survivors are now well into their
The organization website headlines over the world in exercising their
second generation, receiving extra that it is “Pursuing Rights of
rights and have successfully helped
Social Security and Medicare
Holocaust Survivors.” It is indeed many survivors attain their rightful
benefits in the United State as well doing so in a manner of speaking, money.”
as a steady flow of reparations from but it is also a business that makes
Germany and other Europeans, to money by taking a cut of what it
Some might object to the assertion
include France, where forty-nine
that Jewish suffering in the war was
obtains. Its website asks what it
people who made it out of the
somehow unique given the fact that
considers to be key screening
Holocaust alive are receiving
far more Russians died than Jews.
questions: “Are you a Holocaust
around $400,000 each, helped by survivor who was interned in a
But the difference is one of
the State Department’s expert on
Ghetto?” and “Are you a child of a perception, due to the effective
holocaust issues Stuart Eizenstat. Holocaust survivor who was
marketing of a preferred narrative
The U.S. State Department even
by a powerful and wealthy group
interned in a Ghetto?” before
has a Holocaust Deportation Claims getting to the crux of the matter,
that has easy access to the media, to
Program which is always staffed by “You may be entitled to a large sum the entertainment industry and to
Jews like Eizenstat.
of money! Even if you are already policy makers. And one should not
be dismissive of the hard work that
receiving compensation from the
has gone into making holocaust
The reparations programs are
Claims Conference or from the
generally structured in a way that German authorities, including the reparations eternal. It takes a great
deal of ingenuity to devise
the payments are limited to Jews, German Pension Insurance you
mechanisms that separate German,
even though there were millions
may be eligible to receive
French and American taxpayers
more non-Jews who were victims additional payments.”
from their money in perpetuity on
of the German camps and prisons.
behalf of numerous people
Recently there have even been
According to the website “The
claims
pension is paid even to those who concentrated apparently in Israel
(https://www.theguardian.com/science/ were interned for a short period of and Florida who may not have
2015/aug/21/study-of-holocausttime in a Ghetto (including Ghettos suffered at all in the Second World
survivors-finds-trauma-passed-on-to- in Poland, Romania, Czernowitz,
War.
childrens-genes) that the traumatic Shanghai, Sofia, Thessaloniki,
holocaust experience might have
Transnistria, Amsterdam,
caused genetic damage, meaning
Lithuania, Latvia and Belarus and
that the need to address the issue by many more). The possibilities are
extorting money from the German for a one-time retroactive
and other governments will
compensation, as well as a monthly
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